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To become the world leader in 

providing safe technical 

solutions to manage potential 

conflict between commercial 

activities and birds.

Our mission



Birds cause severe damage to crops, destroy the fabric on rooftops, block 

drainage causing internal flooding leading to building damage, damage to 

stock,  and can transmit over 60 different diseases



Damage caused by the presence of nesting 
gulls



Blocked gutters caused by the presence of 
nesting Gulls



Damage caused by the presence of feral pigeons



Damage caused by the presence of feral pigeons



Damage caused to kale crops from wood pigeons 
and crows



Residential buildings

Oil & GasIndustrial Sites & Factories Renewable energyAgriculture

Fishing & Aquaculture Recreation

Industries we operate in

Aviation



> 90 countries we operate in



Wildlife and 
Countryside Act 1981

Under this act

“All birds are protected. It is an offence, with 
certain exceptions, to: Intentionally kill, injure 
or take any wild bird. Intentionally take, 
damage or destroy the nest of any wild bird 
while it is in use or being built”



Natural England 2020 Bird Licences

The law does however recognise that there is a need to 

control bird activity particularly where their presence may 

cause a threat

 Disease or damage to agricultural land

 Public health and safety

 Conserving plants and animals



Bird Control Methods

Traditional methods of controlling birds have been;

 Exclusion – Netting, Bird prongs, Electric track, Strip curtain doors, Proofing

 Restriction – Falconry, Bird gel, Housekeeping, Distress Scarer’s, Pyrotechnics 

 Destruction – Shooting, Trapping, Egg and Nest removal

 Under the licence conditions all non-lethal methods must have been assessed 
and  tried prior to lethal action being taken



Bird Species 
Population Decline

….Unfortunately that has not always been the case

The breeding population of herring gull has fallen by 60% 
in recent decades, with lesser black-backed gulls 
declining by an estimated 48%.



“Wild Justice” Campaign

 Wild Justice successfully launched a legal challenge against Natural England, forcing the body to revoke 
general licenses

 Wild Justice claimed the licences were 'fatally and irredeemably flawed’ as non-lethal methods mostly 
ignored in favour of destruction methods

 Owing to their poor conservation status last year Defra withdrew licences for herring gulls and lesser black-
backed gulls and this year have withdrawn the licence for pigeons

 All applications for lethal control are now to be decided on an individual case by case basis

 Campaigns against the NRW (Natural Resources Wales) are next followed by SNH (Scottish Natural 
Heritage)

https://wildjustice.org.uk/


Managing the risk to commercial 
operations

The benefits of lasers

 Humane solution and non-lethal form of control our lasers conform with UK bird 
licensing laws as an effective means of control

 Birds disperse during use, providing results between 70 -100%

 We reduce damage to buildings, crops and stock and save money across numerous 
business sectors

 We prevent the build up of heavy fouling reducing the risk of contamination and  
disease 

 Unlike other solutions there is no evidence of habituation 

 Our solution is environmentally friendly and reduces the need to destroy birds

 Compared to the ongoing costs of bird control our laser provides a worthy ROI 
model year on year



Best way to keep pest bird away
Our laser bird deterrents decrease bird nuisance by more than 70% and 

make your business more profitable and sustainable



Stockbridge Technology Centre successfully 
tests laser bird repellent system on crops

Who are STC?

 The Stockbridge Technology Centre in North Yorkshire, United Kingdom 

focuses on investigating technological developments for the horticultural 

industry. They test different chemicals on crops to establish their 

effectiveness. 

 During their test process they found that significant damage was being 

caused to the crops by pigeons and crows

 STC agreed to trial our Agrilaser Autonomic to gain an understanding of 

how effective it would be to repel the pest birds



Stockbridge Technology Centre results

Business Case: British crop testing facility has reduced bird presence by 90% with the automated laser bird 

repellent.

Application context: Cabbages and sprouts (Agriculture) Problem definition: Bird damage to crops

Bird species: Pigeons (Columbidae) and Crows (Corvidae) Bird behaviour: Pecking

Time of the year with bird problems: All year round when testing, during testing (except during the harvest period) 

Time of the day with bird problems: From dusk till dawn

Number of systems: 1 x Agrilaser Autonomic

Laser projection area: First trial: Cabbages 4 hectares (9.9 acres) Second trial: Sprouts 6 hectares (14.8 acres)

Number of birds before the Autonomic’s use: 200 birds over 2 fields

Bird reduction after the Autonomic’s use: 90% 



British Growers Association 

Who are BGA?

British Growers Association is a grower owned, grower led, not for profit umbrella group comprising a range 

of organisations operating in the UK horticulture industry and fresh produce sector. The membership includes 

Crop Associations, Producer Organisations, marketing groups and professional membership groups.

BGA work closely with other major organisations including Defra, the NFU and AHDB

Bird Control Group were present at their vine and pea growers exhibition and met with AHDB



Agriculture & Horticulture Development Board 

Who are AHDB?

“AHDB deliver transformational projects to drive productivity and boost farming and supply chain businesses. 
AHDB want the industry to thrive in a rapidly changing world and continue to produce high quality food, 
maintain our beautiful landscape and leave a legacy for generations to come”

 AHDB work with farmers, growers, packers, processers, agronomists, vets and abattoirs to help them 

unify the industry, bridge gaps in knowledge and encourage collaboration to build a stronger future for 

everyone

 Bird Control Group have opened discussions with AHDB regarding the benefits of lasers

 On our radar is the National Farmers Union (NFU)



Norton Cherries, Kent UK

 Each year Norton Cherries grow up to 2000 tons of cherries and 400 tons of plums

 Wood pigeons and crows were the cause of significant loss to their yield

 Planning permission to install commercial polytunnels had been denied and a solution was required 

whilst the decision was under appeal

 Two Autonomic lasers were installed and programmed to operate from dusk until dawn over a four 

month period 

 Birds stayed outside of the laser projection area during the operational periods and bird damage 

was significantly reduced



Norton Cherries, Mansfields Fruit Farmers

Business Case: Cherry farm has reduced bird presence by 95% with the automated laser bird repellent.

Application context: Soft fruit growers Problem definition: Bird damage to cherries

Bird species: Pigeons (Columbidae) and Crows (Corvidae) Bird behaviour: Pecking

Time of the year with bird problems: June to September

Time of the day with bird problems: From dusk till dawn

Number of systems: 2 x Agrilaser Autonomics

Laser projection area: Cherry orchard

Bird reduction after the Autonomic’s use: 95% 



Global Customer Results

 Meduri Farms, American blueberry farmer increases revenue by 
33% ($100K) with lasers 

 Griffins Lair, American grape grower decreases crop loss and bird 
nuisance by 99.8% with lasers 

 Agro Services (Chile) reduce damage to grape crop yield by 80 %

 Agricola (Chile), Almond producer decreases parrot presence by 
80%





Our customers



Our products repel birds without 

harming them and the environment.

Our bird repellents are one time 

investment that will bring immediate 

positive results that justify your 

investment.

Our patented safety features 

eliminate potential safety hazards 

and make bird repelling safe and 

effective.

Environmentally friendlyCost-effective Safe

How customers benefit



Any Questions?



Natural England 2020 Bird Licence Exceptions

What are those exceptions?

You can apply for licence A08 if you need to control wild birds 

because you have concerns about:

 Disease or damage to agricultural land

 Public health and safety

 Conserving plants and animals


